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Five Sheets to the Wind
A Foreigner's Place in the Himalaya

We don't start drinking chang until noon. The ancient stone and mud
house is warm and cluttered with raisin-faced old women and

chanting monks. Smoke from the open fireplace sifts up through the
blackened rafters and out of gaps in the eaves. The dusty glass in front of
me is filled with an alarming frequency by the clutch of women with an
endless pitcher of the warmed millet brew. There is a chair in the corner of
the crowded room that appears to be constructed of salvaged airplane parts.
Outside, the late spring clouds gather and gossip against the Himalaya.

It is time to bring the monsoon rains to Chaurikharka. The fields of this
remote Nepali hamlet are already choking with ankle-high potato plants
desperate for rain. At an altitude of 3500 metres, potatoes and wheat are
the only major crops that can survive the unpredictable mountain weather.
It is our job on this auspicious day to praise and placate the deities that will
exchange the merciless spring hailstorms for nourishing summer rains.

I have called Chaurikharka my home for the past four years, after founding
a local NGO called Porters' Progress. We advocate for safe working con
ditions and basic human rights for the migrant workers who carry loads
for trekking and climbing expeditions in the Everest region. I first came to
the Khumbu valley with a handful of dreams and a gut filled with fury. I
was determined to end the gross exploitation and abuses that trekking and
expedition porters face while working for foreign clients on the trails that
wind up to base camp. Every season since I started coming to Nepal, I have
seen porters die from preventable altitude sickness while foreign trekkers
get whisked to safety on rescue helicopters at the slightest provocation.
I have also seen thousands of porters shoulder loads of 60kg or more, and
set off for altitudes exceeding 5000m wearing little more than sandals and
thin cotton trousers.

Few people in Chaurikharka work as porters anymore. Due to family
connections and a genetic inclination for strength at altitude, most ethnic
Sherpas have access to higher paying jobs fixing ropes and ferrying loads
high above base camp. Some of those who choose not to climb run luxurious
teahouses for trekkers or work as well paid guides and expedition leaders.
A staggering number of men from Chaurikharka have traded in the wood
smoke and snow-clad summits of home for the sidewalks and canned beer
of any western country that will grant them passage. As I sit contemplating
the .tsampa flour balanced in blessing on the edge of my glass of chang,
(said to symbolise a mountain, and the milky liquid underneath a glacial
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pond), at least a dozen men from Chaurikharka are hard at work somewhere
high on Everest setting camps and fixing ropes for paying western climbers.

This year is no different to previous years at this time. Trekking and
climbing are in high season, and there aren't enough men remaining in the
village properly to carry out the Chhirim Lapsang ceremony. It came as no
surprise when the village elders commissioned me to carry one of the sacred
flags in this year's procession. Two years ago I carried one of the sacred
books. Being given no real choice in the matter, I joined the festival with
true Sherpa zeal and watched the afternoon dissolve under an avalanche of
chang.

Chaurikharka is a 20-minute walk from the bustling airstrip in Lukla,
starting point for the Everest Base Camp trekking route. Despite its
proximity to the tens of thousands of intrepid trekkers that pass along the
trail each year, Chaurikharka village has somehow managed to avoid the
creeping westernisation that follows adventure-based tourism like a lost
dog. The residents here are mostly ethnic Sherpas who for decades have
reaped the economic benefits of the world's infatuation with Everest while
still managing to preserve their traditional culture and community. As with
all human ideals, however, this too is beginning to slip.

Today's Chhirim Lapsang festival is a cornerstone of the Sherpa
community and their Tibetan Buddhist tradition. The entire town comes
out to worship and appease the local deities - many of them incarnated as
the toothy Himalayan peaks that encircle the village. The festival itself is
something between midnight mass and a keg party.

For us lay people, the true fuel of dharma - chang - is kept in old blue
plastic expedition drums. Great care is taken to keep the local brew pure
and clean, as any spoilage or failure to ferment is seen as a bad omen.
During the ceremony, chang is consumed with the great devotion and hyper
generosity of Sherpa culture. Once a glass is poured it must be refilled by
the host at least twice. One's standing as a guest is directly linked to how
much one drinks between refills. Things get hazy quickly.

While the slow ballet of consumption is going on in the open room of the
house, a chorus of monks in the small adjacent shrine blesses the religious
icons and sacred texts that have been removed from the local monastery
for the occasion. Only when this is completed can we begin to parade the
icons and books along the narrow footpaths that circumnavigate the town,
stopping to perform ceremonies at all four cardinal points and blessing the
village residents along the way.

Borne on thick clouds, the afternoon crawls up the valley. By the time we
begin the procession there is dense blanket overhead. The novice monks
set out first, blowing a set of seven-foot-long brass horns, followed by older
monks with shorter horns, and then still more monks with drums and
cymbals. We sound like an opera of geese as we venture into the grey
Hirnalayan afternoon.
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I am leading the group of flag bearers. We each carry one of five primary
colours lashed to a bamboo pole that constantly snags the low-hanging
trees and thorn bushes. Blue, white, red, green, yellow: each flag represents
the five elements of sky, snow, fire, vegetation, and earth. They also stand
for the five sacred syllables, om mane pad me hum, meaning' blessed be Lord
Buddha, the jewel of the lotus.' The flags dance and flap like Tibetan dragons
in the chill wind, each twist releasing karma, prayers, and our devotions
into the mountain ether in which all gods reside. The gods, in turn, keep
the rain and hail tucked safely within the darkening clouds as our makeshift
jamboree swerves and clatters across the potato fields. The cold spring breeze
sweeps steady now, like a prayer across the flags to which, thanks to the
chang, we cling for support.

The premise of our expedition seems simple enough - to walk once around
the village. However, every house we come to refuses to let us pass without
a glass of chang and the requisite refills. The blessing of the Eastern and
Southern corners pass without event. We stop at each and place our offerings
of rice, wheat, coins, and small idols made from wheat flour onto small
boulders. At each corner, the head monk plants a handkerchief-sized white
flag illustrated with mantras into the ground, says a few prayers, and our
parade ambles on. Eventually, we encounter a high stone wall across our
path. Helping the elderly members of our expedition over is an orgy of
shoulders and mis-steps. The chang, it seems, has temporarily robbed these
Sherpas of their famed climbing ability. Once this obstacle is overcome, we
celebrate our achievement with more chang poured out of a container that
once held motor oil. As we pass the Western corner and head north, our
team begins to fracture.

Two years ago, as we reached the Northern corner during the same
ceremony, I was in a similar state of disrepair. The sky was heavy with
clouds and freezing winds, and the head monk wrapped his shawl around
himself as he read the final mantras. The gods, it seemed, were somehow
watching us - at the very instant that the final white flag was planted into
the ground, a wall of hail thundered across the valley and overtook us. It
was one of the most violent storms I have ever encountered. The hail covered
the ground with three inches of icy marbles and left welts on our shoulders,
arms, and necks as we fled. It was like hell trapped in a snow-globe.

Later that evening, as the entire town nursed their wounds with more
chang, I sought forgiveness from the monks. I was convinced that having a
bideshi - a foreigner, a non-Buddhist - carry a sacred object had upset the
gods and severely damaged the crops. Yet as I bowed my head in humility
and prostrated myself before the monks, the room erupted in laughter at
my foolish assumption. Everyone knew that the hail had been summoned
up by an elderly local man appointed to carry the most important object in
the village - a sacred book written in golden ink. Halfway through the
procession, for reasons not altogether mysterious, he had lost his way and
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decided to recover his bearings over a few glasses of chang at home. He was
found there, asleep, long after the ceremony had finished and the hail had
ceased.

This year, the ceremony ends without event. We plant the fmal white
flag and return to the old house to join arms and dance through the night.
The dance is another foreign language to me - all shuffling and stomping
without any apparent regard to metre or pattern - and as I stagger through
the motions, the clouds clear outside and Chaurikharka falls asleep under
a sheet of stars and moonlight across the high summits. A few days later,
the fields are soaked with deep and steady rains. The potato plants grow
greener and the sky seems a touch more blue.

Our world simultaneously shrinks and expands like a storm cloud,
throwing people and cultures together with dangerous and beautiful
abandon. Culture and life, like weather, can never be static. They are
unpredictable and fluid like shadows in a sunrise. This fact would be well
carried as a mantra for all those who travel to, and seek to help, cultures
separate from their own. By approaching impoverished communities with
humility and with our hats in our hands, we give ourselves the opportunity
to discover gratitude, and the strength and capability that exists alongside
the very hunger and desperation that we wish to change.

A great many development projects tragically underestimate the popu
lations they intend to assist. This fact is aggravated by the linguistic, cultural,
and logistic barriers that loom, sometimes on a Himalayan scale, between
those who provide help and those who receive it. One area of interest to
the climbing communities, worthy of examination, is the recent enthus
iasm for constructing porter shelters along the trekking routes in Nepal. At
first glance, the idea is a sound means of providing life-saving shelter and
warmth to porters who are routinely denied such by unscrupulous trek
king companies. Shelters can also, if managed correctly, help reduce
deforestation caused by porters seeking cover and warmth in local caves.
Many of the shelters that have been constructed to date, however, have
been built with little regard for long-term management and local investment

98. Left

Porter Ganesh Nepali on the trail from Namche to Machermo. The blue trunk
will become a locker for medicines at a porter shelter being built at ¥achermo
by Community Action Nepal in conjunction with the International Porter
Protection Group. (Medical supplies are prone to pillaging by rats unless stored
in tin.) While Ben Ayers is critical of porter shelters as maintaining segregation
between porters and trekkers or climbers, Ganesh took a more pragmatic
approach and welcomed the idea of any kind of roof over his head at Machermo.
For years, porters arriving at this trekker hamlet in the Khumbu have had to
make do with curling up for the night in the lee of a large boulder, a miserable
prospect at 4500m in sub-zero temperatures. Some have not survived.

(Stephen Goodwin)
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in the project. Moreover, shelters are typically located on inexpensive land
and set apart from the lodges that house trekkers and guides. The result is
a form of segregation that, in effect, both justifies and encourages the deni
al of shelter for porters by local lodge owners and the provision of tents on
camping treks. This, in turn, could distance porters from access to life
saving medicine and rescue should a porter contract altitude sickness in
the night, and enforces a potentially fatal distance between sick porters
and their oft-compassionate clients. In essence, porter shelters may actually
aggravate the very problems that they intend to solve.

There are numerous examples of projects such as these that have
unforeseen consequences. True and durable solutions can be as elusive and
mysterious as the yeti. Solutions to the crisis of shelter that porters face at
altitude must continue to be pursued, but greater attention should be given
to their social ramifications. One option may be to favour subsidised
construction of dormitory rooms for porters as additions to already
established lodges. Constructing these buildings will be less expensive than
separate shelters and allow for management of firewood and natural
resources; the implementation of a nominal charge system to be paid by
trekking groups per porter will ensure their sustainability.

Navigating other cultures is not an easy task. Sometimes we bring
rainbows, and other times we bring hail. The key is time, patience, asking
the right questions and, most importantly, listening to the answers. Our
survival and success as a species depends upon our diversity as a whole
and upon our capability and compassion as individuals. Be this the strength
and endurance of porters; be this the tranquillity and wisdom of a monk;
be this something as simple as some tall westerner with a belly full of chang
and a sky-blue flag rattling madly in the spring wind.

To learn more about the plight of Nepali mountain porters, and how you can
contribute to their welfare, please visit the website of Porters' Progress at
www.portersprogress.org
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